Tea Shoppe Tea Menu
All teas in Shoppe are sold by the ounce.

WHITE
100 Monkeys. Excellent new season tea flavor.
Blueberry. The goodness of fresh blueberries infused with Pai Mu Tan give this tea berry notes.
Pai Mu Tan. High grade white tea with a lightly pale cup with a fresh aroma and smooth velvety flavor.
Pomegranate Madagascar. Smooth vanilla is livened by pomegranate. Notes of tarts and nuts.
Sakura Cherry Rose. Light rose flavor with cherry notes.
Silver Moonlight Wild White. Light notes of baked almond on a full flavored wild grown white tea.
Silver Needle. Honeysuckle floral with a warmed sugar sweetness.
White Grapefruit. Tangy grapefruit with sweet white tea from China. Zesty citrus, refreshingly sour-sweet, slightly dry.
White Mischief. Tart pomegranate and juicy guava flavor this unique white tea.
White Prakash. Velvety floral White tea with vanilla notes and spring blossoms, muscatel, and melted butter flavors.
White Peach. China White tea with the flavor of juicy peaches.
GREEN
Badaling Yellow Tea. A premium early spring tea with a smooth cup and refreshing finish.
Blue Jasmine. House blend of Butterfly Pea flowers from Thailand and Earthly Paradise Jasmine green tea from China.
Chunmee Taipan Superior. A premium early spring tea perfect for all day sipping. Smooth and refreshing.
Dragon 4 Flowers. Flowering tea with light lavender notes.
Dragonwell. Full bodied tending brisk with a slight heady bouquet. Full green tea flavor.
Earthly Paradise Jasmine. Intense but captivating floral perfume.
Formosa Gunpowder. Green tea from Taiwan that has good body and a fabulous green tea taste.
Hojicha Roasted Green Tea. Roasted Japan Style green tea with full-bodied character and cinnamon toast notes.
Japan Bancha Yoko. Light grassy green notes with some astringency and body.
Japan Genmaicha Yamasaki (Popcorn Tea). Specialty Japanese style tea that is blended with fire-toasted rice.
Japan Gyokuro. Full flavored green tea with a light refreshing character. Pleasantly vegetative with some briskness.
Japan Kukicha. Distinctive green tea with a cup that tends lightly vegetative leading to a malty finish. *
Japan Sencha Kakagawa. Light liquoring, smooth with reasonable depth and body. Often used in ceremonies.
Jasmine Dragon Tears. Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly jasmine character.
Jasmine with Flowers. Surprising body and a captivating floral character accentuated Jasmine blossoms.
Kanchanjangha Verde. Mellow green tea with a floral aroma. Subtle fruity flavors, with grassy and nutty notes.
Lucky Dragon Hyson. Good body in cup and smooth fresh greenish tasting liquor.
Mountain Dragon. Full flavored green with light bakey notes, grass, and subtle eucalyptus.
Superior Gunpowder. Surprising body and captivating green tea taste with a hint of oakiness.
PURPLE
Purple Tea. Sweet woodsy notes with a subtle lingering pleasant astringency.
Twisted Peach Spice. Aroma of sun-ripened peaches and our purple tea with aromatic spices.
Passion Fruit Burst. Natural passion fruit flavor, with lemongrass, rose hips, and hints of hibiscus.
FLAVORED GREEN
Autumn Mist Green. Smoky gunpowder combined with bright tangy. Hints of cinnamon and creme brulee.
Blue Mango. Notes of mango create an exotic fruit flavor. Pineapple cubes adds highlight to the mango.
Bohemian Raspberry. Refreshing raspberry with smooth green tea.
Crime of Passion. Papaya pieces, sunflower petals and passion fruit notes infuse a superior green tea.
Golden Apple Spice. Warm cinnamon toast spice comes to the fore with a delicious juicy apple mouth-feel.
Green Mint Spice. Roasted green tea, peppermint, ginger, and cardamom, with hints of fennel and clove.
Long Island Strawberry. Sweet strawberry and papaya pieces round out an exceptionally smooth tea.
Moroccan Mint. Refreshing cool mint flavor in a delicious Pekoe Gunpowder green tea.
Niagara Peach. Superb quality green tea dotted with jasmine petals. Lush peach notes.
Pomegranate Hibiscus. Sencha style green tea with a blend of pomegranate and hibiscus.
Sencha Cherry Rose. The cherry flavoring and subtle rose hints give this tea a wonderful exotic character.
(*) Contains traces of nuts
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OOLONG
Formosa Oolong. Smooth and slightly sweet; toasty with a touch of dryness.
Oolong Loire Valley Peach. Ti Kuan Yin flavored with the fresh citrus of cut peaches.
Oolong Orange Blossom. Wildly exotic with toasty roundness with fruity jasmine notes.
Oriental Beauty. A Taiwanese supreme oolong that exhibits the famous toast and jam character.
Quanzhou Milk Oolong. Premium oolong with sweet milk and light orchid notes.
Shangri-La Oolong. Spicy with biscuity and peppery aromas. Smooth tannins and notes of caramel & malt.
Spring Pouchong. Rare oolong that is only available the first 3 weeks of April. Fresh & lively flavor.
TI KUAN YIN. A distinctive light cup that has hints of orchid-like flavor.
Tropical Coconut. Flowery oolong paired with refreshing, creamy coconut.
Wuyi Rock Oolong (Organic). Rare oolong with a raw flavor and an namazing finish.
ENGLISH FAVORITES
Baroness Grey. Excellent Earl Grey notes accented with piquant lemon.
Buckingham Palace Garden Party. Flavorful with medium body. Delicate Earl Grey and Jasmine notes.
Cream Earl Grey. Our flavorful Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
Dorian Grey. Sweet caramel ticklers come to the fore and finish with haunting Earl Grey.
Earl Grey. A blend of Chinese and Indian teas scented with oil from the citrus bergamot fruit.
English Breakfast. A perfect breakfast tea with good body and full tea flavor notes.
Irish Breakfast. A stout robust blend of Kenya and Assam teas gives the cup strong, deep malty character.
Lady Londonderry. Round cup with good flowery and malty flavor.
Queen Mary. A round cup with good flavor tempered with malty and floral notes.
Royal Bengal Tiger. Hints of cinnamon, passion fruit and mango result in a mild spice and fruit tea.
Scottish Breakfast. Malty full-bodied character with bright flavorful notes and hints of cask oakiness.
Versailles Lavender Earl Grey. Lavender transports a floral flavor to a simply intoxicating Earl Grey.
BLACK
Anthony and Cleopatra Hearts. A bold taste profile with deep red wine notes.
Bukhial. Mello and malty Assam.
Golden Monkey. A flavorful full-bodied tea with an exotic origin character
Kambaa. Kenyan Estate Tea with a very malty flavor that has light hints of currant.
Kanchanjangha Noir. Brisk with fruity and floral aromas, hints of caramel. Notes of raisins, cherry, and dark chocolate.
Keemum Panda #1. A winey and fruity China tea with depth and complexity. Takes milk very well.
Lapsang Souchong. Crisp character with a heady aroma of an oak fire.
Lover’s Leap. Sri Lanka Estate Tea with a bright liquor and flowery flavor. Cup tends somewhat light.
Margaret’s Hope Darjeeling. One of Darjeeling’s best-known estates, this tea has a lovely muscatel flavor.
Mim Darjeeling. Distinctive muscatel flavor.
Russian Caravan. Delicate cup with slightly toasty notes. A hint of Lapsang Souchong gives a smoky flavor.
Star of India. All the highlights of India’s teas in a synergistic flavor blend.
Tarajulie. Assam India Estate Tea with a full-body and good malty flavor. A good all day self-drinker.
Tiger Hill. Nilgiri India Estate Tea with sweet floral-like notes and a delicious and satisfying tea character.
Ying Ming Yunnan. China Black with excellent fullness and subtle sweetness.
FLAVORED BLACK
Apple Spice. Delightfully fresh fruity apple character with delicious cinnamon notes.
Apricot. Infusion immediately produces the bright, sweet aroma of fresh apricots.
Blue Lady. A citrus mélange of passion fruit, grapefruit, orange, and grenadine imparts a sweet, slightly tart flavor.
Blueberry. Intoxicating blueberry aroma and full wild blueberry flavor.
Buttered Rum. The full astringent taste of rum mellowed with a creamy smoothness.
Candy Cane. Sweet candy cane flavor on a black tea.
Caramel. Buttery with a hint of vanilla. Perfect with a little milk and a dash of sugar.
Cherry Almond.* Deep cherry flavor with almond notes.
(*) Contains traces of nuts
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Chestnut. Black tea flavored with roasted chestnuts.
Chocolate. Heavenly with a splash of milk and a little sugar.
Chocolate Mint. Fresh mint combined with full flavored chocolate tea that will remind you of an after dinner mint.
Cinnamon. Mildly spicy with red hot cinnamon flavor.
Coconut. Creamy texture of fresh coconut flavor with the balanced brightness of Ceylon. Perfectly sweet.
Cookies and Cream. Creamy character with maple, honey, and chocolate notes.
Cranberry Orange. Fresh oranges blended amazingly with the natural sweetness of fresh fall cranberries.
Elderberry. With a fresh clean taste, this tea is delightful and intensely berry.
Frosty Plum Spice. Sweet pear and plum notes with a frozen ice wine finish.
German Gingerbread. Luscious ginger and sweet cinnamon notes.
Ginger Peach. The piquant and spicy character of ginger is mellowed with the sweet character of peaches.
Hazelnut Vanilla.* Madagascar vanilla flavor highlights the exotic Turkish hazelnut extract.
Holiday Winter Spice. Notes of cinnamon with a citrus finish.
Ice Wine. A delicious fresh white grape flavor with hints of exotic fruit. Contains real Ontario ice wine.
Kentucky Bourbon. Hints of malt, soft barrel smoke, caramel, roasted apple, and vanilla.
Lemon Ginger. Lively and flavorful ginger notes peeking through the sweet lemon character.
Maple Cream. Exquisite maple tea with sweet caramel flavor notes and a twist of creamy smoothness.
Monk’s Blend. The dramatic combination of vanilla and grenadine ensure a particularly satisfying cup.
Moroccan Madness. Malty and flavorful with some strength. Cool accent of peppermint.
Mulled Spice. Enticing fruity notes tempered with a delicious cinnamon character.
Orange Spice. Captures the flavorful character of new season Florida oranges and fresh cinnamon.
Peach Apricot. A flavorful and tasty combination of mellow peaches with full flavored apricots.
Peach. Cup is bright and produces the aromatic subtleties of fresh peaches.
Pumpkin Spice. Notes of cinnamon and pumpkin. A seasonal favorite.
Raspberry. Full raspberry character. Add a pinch of sugar to accentuate the flavor.
Santa’s Milk & Cookies. Reminiscent of dipping an English biscuit into a warm glass of milk. Creamy sweet flavor.
Thai Tea. Notes of coconut, cardamom, and vanilla. Great as an iced tea.
Vanilla Cream. A delicious synergy between excellent tea, rich fresh vanilla, and a lovely cream character.
White Chocolate Mousse. Sweet and creamy best describe the taste.
Wild Blackberry. Sweet and berry best describes this tea. Try it with a touch of honey for a special treat.
Wild Strawberry. An intense strawberry flavor one would expect from wild strawberries.
SPECIALTY
Angels Dream. A heavenly tea with maple sweetness, blackberry pungency, full flavored Assam and green tea.
Arabica Tea. Coffee leaf tea with an earthy, herbaceous flavor. *NEW*
Arabica Mocha. Coffee leaf blended with toasted mate, chicory, cocoa nibs, and a touch of hazelnut. *NEW*
Bonfire. Honeybush and cocoa nibs with a blend of lapsang souchong, aniseed, cinnamon, clove, and orange peel.
Dragon 4 Flowers Blooming Tea. Green tea with light lavender notes and a floral bouquet
Ménage a Tea. A blend of black, green, herb, and fruit teas which give this tea a market fresh character.
MATCHA
IZU Green Matcha (P). Luxury grade Japanese style green tea and Gyokuro gives a light astringent finish
Kenya Black Matcha (P). Smooth tea taste with some astringency. Malty notes with milk & sugar.
Vanilla Matcha (P). Delicious notes of bourbon vanilla on a very smooth green tea.
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PU-ERH
Coffee or Tea?. Delicious toffee notes from aged pu-erh balance with Ethiopian coffee and Kerala cocoa.
Golden Pu-erh 5 Years. Mild with a hint of mustiness and a bit of earthy character.
Pu’er Bordeaux. Pu’erh with grape skins of Bordeaux to create a smooth cup with notes of cassis and lavender.
Pu-erh Hazelberry*. Pu-erh with rich hazelnut and fresh strawberry with a hint of cream.
Scottish Caramel Toffee Pu-Erh.* The earthiness of Pu-Erh fuses with caramel for a sweetly decadent finish.
Special 3 Year Pu-erh. Toasted bread highlights with elemental and earthly notes.
Tangerine Tuxedo. Black tea in a hollowed-out tangerine. Citrus notes, smoothing out the earthy tea when brewed.
Young Pu-erh. Musty, earthy character sometimes described as old or elemental.
CHAI
Cochin Masala Chai. Full bodied tea enhances South Indian masala spices. Cardamom and ginger notes at finish.
Green Tea Chai. Superb green tea blended with fresh Asian spices.
Indian Spiced Chai. Superb body with mellow Indian spice notes. Especially enticing with milk.
Kama Sutra Chai. Penetrating depth with a full-flavored cup exuding sensuous floral and saucy spice notes.
Nepali Breakfast. Unique masala chai flavors. Black pepper and cardamom create a warm spice flavor.
Rooibos Vanilla Chai. Masala chai spices in a Rooibos base with a hint of vanilla. (Caffeine Free) *NEW*
Sleepy Hollow Pumpkin Chai. A warming and comforting chai with pumpkin notes.
Vanilla Chai. Creamy vanilla notes dance with tingling Malabar Coast spices. Ginger and candy cardamom finish.
ROOIBOS
Almond Amaretto Biscotti*. Rooibos finishing with deliciously sweet Italian Amaretto.
Belgian Chocolate. Cocoa truffle notes are brought to the fore with fruity rooibos.
Blueberry Bang. Sprightly fresh fruit character that conjures memories of tiny flavorful blueberries.
Bora Bora Mango. Delicious fruit highlights with a tropical fruit flavor.
Bourbon Street Vanilla.* Fruity with sweet notes. Vanilla flavoring gives the Rooibos an exotic jazzy depth.
Caramel. The opening bars are sweet toffee notes building to a full symphonic caramel. And ‘I want more’ finish!
Chocolate Mint. Dramatic mint notes tempered with fruity rooibos and a hint of chocolate.
Florida Orange. Memories of succulent fresh oranges from the roadside markets in Florida.
Georgia Peach. Superb mouth-watering sweet peach notes create a taste of symphony.
Ginger Bounce. Bright clean taste with superb ginger notes and a fruity touch of spice.
Harry & Meghan’s Wedding Tea. A romantic rooibos blend to honor the lovely couple. *
Honeybush Hazelnut.* Mellow, sweet-toasty flavor or organic Honeybush with hazelnuts.
Honeybush Mango. Naturally honeyed and delicately toasty organic.
Honeybush Vanilla. Rich, warm vanilla with the honeyed aroma and gentle toasty quality of Honeybush herb.
Organic Rooibos. Fruity with sweet notes.
Provence. Flavorful with a floral and fruity bouquet; wonderful lavender notes.
Rainbow. The flavor profile of this tea is a pot of gold. A terrific fruit medley with Amaretto notes.
Raspberry in Paris. Notes of raspberry come to the fore with light overtones of rooibos. A raspberry jam finish.
Sunshine Lemon. Lemon invigorates the rooibos taste.
Winter Palace Marzipan.* Premium Moroccan almonds give the German inspired marzipan a magnificent boost.
HERBAL
Butterfly Blue Pea Flower. A smooth lightly vegetative cup. Rare herbal tea consumed for ‘health’ at Thai herbal spas.
Egyptian Chamomile. Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor.
Ginger Pieces. Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish. Clean lingering character.
Hibiscus. A lovely deep red infusion similar to grenadine with a taste close to lemonade.
Lemongrass. A sweet lemon taste profile. Often used in teas to impart a lemon character without the tangy flavor.
Peppermint. Pungent, cool fresh menthol flavor.
Raspberry Leaves. Neutral flavor tending towards a grassy character.
Rose Buds and Petals. Light floral notes and a pleasant lingering finish. Great blending ingredient.
(*) Contains traces of nuts
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FRUIT & HERBAL BLENDS (Caffeine free unless noted)
Angel Falls Mist. Exotic strawberry and lemon character. A pinch of sugar boosts the flavor.
Bella Coola. Predominate orange character with the sweetness of pineapple.
Berry Berry. A full flavored tea with deep berry notes.
Bingo Blueberry. A full flavored tea with superb blueberry highlights.
Blue Eyes. Delicious blend of caramel and fruit medley flavors.
Bubblegum Kid’s Tea. Combines caramel with strawberry and lemon to create taste sensation for the younger set.
Cranberry Apple. Full flavored and pungent with a rich fruity character.
Lemon Mango Punch. Refreshing character of lemon and sweet tropical notes of mango.
On the Waterfront.* An herbal symphony with mint notes and hints of peach and spice. A cleansing finish.
Paradiso Peach. Bold, bright, peach and fruit, slightly tart with some natural sweetness.
Patagonia Wild Guava. Wild guava, quince, linden flowers and eucalyptus blended for a quenching brew.
Passion Flamenco. Papaya pieces, cornflower petals, and exotic passion fruit notes infused into a delicious herbal tea.
Pina Colada Carmen Miranda. A sultry taste explosion of pineapple, tropical fruit, and coconut.
Strawberry Kiwi. Bold strawberry kiwi, tart, full bodied.
Study Buddy. Lovely fruit notes and a finish of Provence rosemary. Contains Mate. (Contains caffeine).
Summer Breeze. Refreshing and invigorating lemon character.
MATE
Green Yerba Mate. Greenish and vegetative.
Roasted Mate. Full bodied and smooth. The roasted character imparts a coffee-like toast flavor.
WELLNESS & FUNCTIONAL (Caffeine free unless noted)
40 Winks Sleepytime Tea. Perfect to help you unwind and lull yourself into a deep slumber.
Ayurvedic Total Body Tea.* Light tart fruity mint opens your palate, floral and fruity follow, finishes with ginger.
Balance. A tea that will work to restore internal order in your body and make you feel better about yourself.
Belly BeCalm (Digestion). Minty notes intertwined with sweet cinnamon and licorice.
Chrysanthemum Relax (Detox). Tea coin pressed with freshly plucked Chrysanthemums. Contains caffeine. (Pot only)
Cleanse & Refresh (Detox). Pleasant tending fruity cup with a delicious ginger finish.
Cold BGONE (Cold & Flu). Hints of spice, ginger and fruit. Exceptionally full-bodied and will help you feel better.
Cranberry Echinacea (Cold & Flu). Antioxidant blend when you are feeling under the weather. .
Energy. Robust and energizing. Yerba Mate notes with a lemon and spearmint finish. Contains caffeine.
Ginseng Detox. A balanced combination of tangy berries, sweet roots and aromatic herbs infused with ginseng.
Ginger Regenerate. (Detox). Green tea and ginger pressed together to regenerate and recharge. (Pot only)
Ginger Turmeric. Full green tea with light floral notes. Spicy with a warm finish. Contains caffeine.
Head to Toes (Arthritis). Wellness blend with notes of curry and cardamom. Natural joint reliever.
Huh? (Memory) Lovely soft notes of fruit with an astringent rosemary finish. Contains Caffeine.
Mindful Moringa Moringa is known as a source of brain-enriching nutrients. Excellent mandarin orange notes.
Mushroom Hero. Blend of reishi and maitake mushrooms, cocoa nibs, and detoxifying roots to alleviate stress and
promote vitality.
Poet’s Wellness.* Light vanilla notes with soft floral lavender. Refreshing with a ‘feel good’ finish.
Serenity (Rest & Relaxation). Soothing and restful with chamomile in abundance. Mild licorice delivers a light finish.
Study Buddy. Lovely fruit notes that the edge of Mate. Finishes with Provence rosemary. Contains caffeine.
Tea Tox. Cleanse your body while lifting your spirits with the minty freshness and spicy zest of this tea.
Winter Cherry (Well Being). Notes of ashwaganda root balanced with cranberry & elderberry.
Zesty Tulsi (Cold & Flu). Light sweet peppery with notes of citrus licorice.
DECAF
Earl Grey English Breakfast Green Sencha Kyushu Irish Breakfast Monk’s Blend Peach Apricot
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